
Lesson Levels: Prerequisites & Advancement Skills
Jellyfish - (Entrance Prerequisites)   
 -May/may not be comfortable sticking face 
   in the water.
 -Cannot �oat on front or back.
 -Does not know any of the 4 strokes.
  

Sea Otter - (Entrance Prerequisites)
-Can �oat on both front AND back independently. 
-Has some knowledge of freestyle and backstroke.
-Can do elementary backstroke independently or  
  with very little help.
-Can blow both nose bubbles and mouth bubbles.

 

Walrus - (Entrance Prerequisites)
-Can do freestyle independently with or without    
  side breathing.
-Can do backstroke independently.
-Is comfortable in the deep water.

Sea Lion - (Entrance Prerequisites)
-Can do freestyle with side breathing and back-
stroke one length of the pool.
-Has some knowledge of breastroke/frog kick.
-Able to demonstrate a kneeling dive.
-Has some knowledge of treading water.

Orca - (Entrance Prerequisites)
-Can tread water independently for 1 minute.
-Can do one length of both freestyle and back-
stroke.
-Can do one length of breastroke.
-Can do a standing dive properly.
-Can demonstrate dolphin kick.

(Advancement Skills)
-Be able to front �oat and back �oat inde  
    pendently.
-Put face in water and feel comfortable in   
    the water. 
-Demonstrate proper �utter kick technique.
-Demonstrate elementary backstroke with      
assistance.
-Blow bubbles out of mouth and nose.

(Advancement Skills)
-Demonstrate elementary backstroke inde      
pendently.
-Can do freestyle independently with   
  KNOWLEDGE of side breathing.
-Can do backstroke independently.
-Can do front and back glides o� the wall.
-Feel comfortable in the deep water.

(Advancement Skills)
-Can swim freestyle complete with side   
  breathing.
-Can swim backstroke.
-Can do a kneeling dive. 
-Has had an introduction to treading water   
  (preferably egg beater)
-Can demonstrate the frog kick.

(Advancement Skills) 
-Can do one length of breastroke.
-Can tread water independently for 1 minute. 
-Can do a standing dive.
-Can demonstrate dolphin kick.
-Can swim a 100 of either backstroke or free-
style without stopping.

(Advancement Skills)
-Can do one length of breastroke.
-Can tread water independently for 1 minute. 
-Can do a standing dive.
-Can demonstrate dolphin kick.
-Can swim a 100 of either backstroke or free-
style without stopping.


